**What’s Happening This Week:**

**Math:**
This week students will begin Unit 2 - Fact Strategies. The parent letter for this unit can be reviewed in the home links journal sent home. Lesson focuses will be on the following:
- Groupings by 10s using 1, 10, and 100 (Homelink 2.1)
- Addition Number Stories (Homelink 2.2)
- Doubles and Combinations of 10 (Homelink 2.3)
- The Making-10 Strategy (Homelink 2.4)

**Reading:**
This week we are continuing in our first reading unit - Reading Growth Spurt. Lessons this week will focus on Working hard to Solve Tricky Words and Paying Close Attention to Authors.
- Strategies for figuring out the meaning of new words
- Self-Monitoring while reading by checking yourself and your reading
- Author’s intentions
- Noticing and trying author craft moves

**Science & Social Studies:**
We will continue to learn about citizenship by interacting with the 8 habits of a leader: we will focus on Sharpen the Saw and Find Your Own Voice. We will also discuss growth mindset and other citizenship qualities.

**Writing:**
This week students will focus on the following:
- Writing in Details
- Crafting Powerful Endings
- Making Sure Writing Makes Sense and Sounds Right
- Setting Goals and Making Plans for Writing Time

**Teacher Contact Info:**
Mrs. Amy Wise
Room 221
(317) 773-7060 ext. 20210
Amy_wise@nobl.k12.in.us

**The Week at a Glance:**

**Monday 2nd:**
- No School

**Tuesday 3rd:**
Reading, Math and Leadership Logs due from August

**Wednesday:**
Early Release @ 2:05
*Please send a note for any changes in transportation*

**Thursday 29th:**

**Friday 30th:**

**Reminders:**
- Gold folder need to be checked, signed, cleaned out, and returned to school daily.
- Be sure to send changes in dismissal with students in their folder.

**Looking Ahead:**
- **Monday, September 2:** No School (Labor Day)
- **Monday September 9:** Picture Day
- **Thursday, September 12:** PRE Blood Drive
- **Friday, September 13:** PTO Fun RUN